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Abstract:

Project management has recently experienced remarkable growth in business interest, as shown by a 1000% increase in membership in the Project Management Institute since 1996. Today, one-fifth of the world’s economic activity, with an annual value of $12T, is organized as a project. This growth is largely attributable to new applications, for example IT, R&D, new product and service development and corporate change management, with different characteristics and requiring new methodologies. Yet projects still routinely fail to deliver on time, on cost and within scope. This talk outlines an agenda for project management research, including a detailed discussion of open issues that are both practically important and theoretically interesting. Within this agenda, one important topic is the widely observed behavioral phenomenon Parkinson’s Law, which wastes the benefit from potential early completion of tasks. We describe an incentive compatible mechanism to resolve Parkinson’s Law for projects planned under the critical path method (CPM). This scheme can be applied to any project where the tasks that are allocated to a single task owner are independent. Our scheme also resolves Student Syndrome. We further describe an incentive compatible mechanism to resolve Parkinson’s Law for projects planned under critical chain project management (CCPM). The incentive payments received by all task owners under CCPM weakly dominate those under CPM, with the same guaranteed payment to the project manager. Finally, we develop an incentive compatible mechanism for repeated projects, where commitments to early completion continue for subsequent projects.
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Abstract
The speaker will share his own perspectives, along with those of his friends and colleagues, about the choices and challenges of academic careers. Issues to be discussed include: characteristics for academic success, choosing an academic career, choosing a research area, choosing an advisor, optimizing your academic job search, the publication process, research funding, building a research group, faculty politics, career salary profiles, financial independence, typical workloads, allocation of your time at various career stages, teaching tips, book writing, enhancing your professional visibility, professional service, conferences, consulting, some cautions, and the academic midlife crisis. The talk is informal, and audience participation is strongly encouraged. The talk is intended primarily for Ph.D. students who are considering an academic career. However, faculty are welcome to attend and share their experiences.